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Abstract— Opportunistic Networks (ONs) are a newly emerg-
ing type of Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) systems that oppor-
tunistically exploit unplanned contacts among nodes to share
information. As with all DTN environments ONs experience
frequent and large delays, and an end-to-end path from the
source to destination may only exist for a brief and unpredictable
period of time. Such network conditions present unique chal-
lenges to message routing. In this paper, we present the design
and performance analysis of a novel core-based routing protocol
for ON routing. Under the assumption that messages will have
a delivery time constraint, we then provide a set of analytical
results for rapid modeling and performance evaluation for the
basic performance metrics of message delay, message delivery
ratio, and buffer occupancy. We have implemented our protocol
in ns-2, and our simulation results show that our protocol is quite
effective and our analysis is accurate.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Opportunistic Networks (ONs) are a newly emerging type
of Delay Tolerant Networked (DTN) systems that canoppor-
tunistically exploit unplanned contacts between nodes to share
information. As with all DTN environmentsONs experience
frequent and long lasting partitions [3–5]. In anON an end-
to-end path between the source and the destination may only
exist for a brief and unpredictable period of time. With the
increased use of wireless mobile devices, many new network
applications fall into this category, such as wildlife tracking,
disaster recovery and emergency response systems, and social-
based peer-to-peer networks that rely on human mobility.

Our work focuses on the performance analysis of acore-
based approach forON routing. A core is a specially des-
ignated node within theON that has special responsibilities
within the “Store-Carry-Forward” message transfer paradigm.
Core nodes simplify network management functions such as
multicasting, group membership and network security, by cen-
tralizing these activities inside of cores. For instance, non-core
nodes can manage their security associations via interactions
with core nodes, rather than relying on pure peer-to-peer
approaches.

In this paper we present the performance analysis of
the core-assisted routing scheme for opportunistic networks.
Specifically, using existing mobility models we provide an
analytical model for core-assisted routing scheme and derive
analytical results for fundamental performance metrics such as
message delay, message delivery ratios, and buffer occupancies

when there is a message expiration time associated with
messages. In our analysis, we assume that nodes have no
prior or on-going knowledge of node connectivity or mobility
patterns.

For the analysis of core-assisted routing, we first consider
the simple Direct Transmission routing scheme for DTNs.
Direct Transmission is a standard DTN technique that requires
the source to wait until it is in direct contact with the destina-
tion before transmitting the message. Based on the analysis
of Direct Transmission scheme, we extend our analysis to
our Direct Transmission Plus Core (DTPC) routing scheme.
Such analytical results can be used for rapidly estimating basic
performance parameters forON routing using either a pure
Direct Transmission approach orDTPC.

As a basic application requirement, message delay has been
the focus of much work for DTNs [7, 12, 13]. In this work,
besides providing analytical results for the message delay, we
extend our analysis to other important performance metrics
such as the message delivery ratio and buffer occupancy. For
practical applications, we incorporate time constraints such as
message expiration times in our analysis of abovementioned
performance metrics. For this study we have implemented
DTPC in ns-2, and will show the performance and tradeoffs
of our method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II goes
over some related work. Section III discussesDTPC and sec-
tion IV provides an analytical model for performance analysis
of our scheme. Section V describes our experimental results.
Finally, Section VI gives some conclusions and directions for
future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Opportunistic networks are a type of Delay Tolerant Net-
working (DTN), so much relevant related work is motivated
by research performed for DTNs. Because of frequent network
partitions in the DTN environment many traditional routing
techniques for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks will not work prop-
erly [1, 5, 10]. This fact has led to recent interest in developing
new approaches for routing in a DTN environment. The basic
routing paradigm for effective routing in DTNs is to use
the Store-Carry-Forward approach, where intermediate nodes
keep the messages until new links come up in the path to the
destination.



One general class of proposed DTN routing algorithms
assumes some level of knowledge regarding node mobility
and connectivity. For instance, Jain et. al. formulates theDTN
routing in terms of a directed multi-graph, where more than
one edge may exist between a pair of nodes [10]. Such
multiple edges exist because there may be more than one
distinct physical connections or different network links may
only be available at different time intervals. By using different
levels of information regarding connectivity and/or mobility,
routing decisions can be made at individual nodes.

Although the knowledge about node connectivity is useful
for making routing decisions, such information may not be
available to the nodes in the network, especially in Oppor-
tunistic Networks where contacts are unpredictable. Under
such conditions different routing approaches are necessary for
effective message delivery.

Recent DTN routing approaches concentrate on trading
off message complexity versus increasing the likelihood of
message delivery. To limit the number of messagessingle copy
routing schemes allow only one copy of the message at a
time to be present in the network [13].Direct Transmission is
the simplest form of single copy routing, where each source
node keeps its messages until it comes into direct contact with
the respective destination nodes. Under this scheme only one
message transfer is made per delivered message, incurring
minimal message passing. However, in intermittently con-
nected networks, such an approach may produce low delivery
ratios and has an unbounded delivery delay [8].

One way to improve the performance of a single copy
approach is to have multiple copies of the same message
within the network. One policy to implement a multi-copy
scheme is to use flooding. One example is Epidemic Routing
[17]. In Epidemic Routing when a pair of nodes comes into
contact the nodes exchange any missing packets. Given enough
storage space and bandwidth, Epidemic routing can be used
to reliably disseminate data across the network. However, due
to its large overhead, a flooding scheme such as Epidemic
Routing may not be applicable under circumstances where
storage and power supplies are limited.

To address overhead problems caused by flooding, different
forms of controlled flooding have been proposed, including
message expiration times, limiting the number of hops a
message can travel, and using active and passive “curing”
techniques [9, 12]. Controlling the number of copies spreadfor
a message is also an effective approach for controlled flooding,
for which Spyropoulos et al present Spray and Wait [14]. In
this method, a total ofL copies of a message are initially
spread to other “relay” nodes. If the destination is not found
in this phase, each of the nodes carrying a copy of the message
will perform direct transmission. No mobility or connectivity
information regarding the nodes in the network are assumed
to be known for this scheme to work. AlthoughDTPC also
uses a limited number of nodes to carry messages only a set of
designated nodes exchange and carry messages in the network.

In theData MULEs approach proposed in [11] a number of
mobile nodes perform random walks to collect packets, buffer

them, and deliver them to wired access points. The sensor
nodes are static. ForDTPC we assume that all the nodes
can be mobile. A message can be delivered to the destination
either through a core, or by the source itself. Further, the core
nodes can use flexible message exchange policies amongst
themselves.

In [20] a route planning strategy is introduced using mes-
sage ferries that travel on a trajectory to provide communi-
cation services. Either the message ferries choose a trajec-
tory to contact nodes, or the nodes can move near to pre-
defined trajectory at a certain time to exchange packets. This
scheme requires either prior knowledge or online collaboration
regarding node mobility information. Tariq et. al. [16] discuss
route design issues for a single ferry based on node mobility
characteristics, without requiring online collaborationbetween
the node and the ferry.DTPC differs from message ferrying
in that the movement of core nodes is not assumed to be
controlled.

Recent work in Opportunistic Routing environments include
[3], which tries to balance message replication with erasure
coding, and [4], which deals with content distribution. In con-
trastDTPC focuses directly on developing a high-performing
message transfer protocol.

Recently there has been considerable interest in develop-
ing analytical models for the performance of DTN routing
schemes. [7, 12–14,19]. Much of the work focuses on message
delay. However, in many cases, we are also interested other
elements such as message delivery ratio (MDR) and buffer
occupancies. Further, time constraints such as message expi-
ration times need to be addressed in the performance analysis,
because such constraints either occur as an application level
requirement, or as a routing policy [9, 12].

In this work, we present an analytical model for the perfor-
mance ofDTPC. Our starting point is to assume that nodes
come into contact with other nodes according to the standard
exponential distributions used in many synthetic mobility
models. One of the contributions of our analysis is that we
present results for the three basic metrics of message delay,
delivery ratio, and buffer occupancy in the presence of time
constraints.

III. T HE DTPC PROTOCOL

This section describes our core-based protocol forON
routing, calledDirect Transmission Plus Core, or DTPC for
short. As the name implies, we use two types of transfer
policies, either direct delivery between a source node and
its destination, or a message transfer between a source node
and a core node. As noted in earlier sections a pure Direct
Transmission strategy simply means that after generating a
message the source waits until it comes into direct contact
with the destination [13]. The main advantage of this scheme
is that it incurs minimum data transfers for message deliveries.
It has been shown that the message delay in direct transmission
routing scheme gives the worst-case performance bound for
non-adversarial routing schemes for DTNs [15]. We also
introduce two types of source to core transfer policies. We will



discuss the core transfer policies after a general description of
DTPC.

A. Mechanisms

We assume that nodes are synchronized in time on the order
of seconds. The purpose of time synchronization is to allow
core nodes to delete messages that are expired. If this is not
possible then a standard Time-To-Live mechanism using a
countdown timer can be used.

We also assume as part of its basic data link protocol that
each node possesses the capability of determining when it
is in range of another node. This portion ofDTPC is called
DL-Hello (for Data-Link Hello) protocol.DL-Hello is easily
by simply adding a module in any wireless datalink protocol
to periodically send out a specialDL-Hello message. This
message contains a node’s identifier, a flag set to indicate
whether or not the node is a core, and a transaction flag, which
is described below.

Nodes are distinguished as either core nodes or non-core
nodes. As explained in the previous sections, the purpose of
the core nodes is to reduce the number of message transmis-
sions and buffering requirements, to simplify network manage-
ment activities such as security, and to provide the building
blocks for core-based multicast schemes, etc. However, forthis
work we only focus on the the rules and analysis for message
transfer.

For DTPC we assume that all nodes want to unicast mes-
sages to other nodes. This is represented as follows: At time
t nodei produces a message for a destinationdst. The format
of this message is

msgi(dst, sn, t, Tsn, payload)

wheresn is a sequence number used for duplicate detection,
t is the generation time,Tsn is the message timeout value,
and payload contains the actual data. The timeout value is
interpreted as meaning that this message is set to expire at time
t + Tsn. The timeout can be used for memory management
and as a means for an application to signify data freshness.
All nodes that generate messages are called source nodes (both
core and non-core).

Each source nodei keeps a list of un-delivered and non-
expiredmsgsi in a local buffer. When a message times-out a
source node simply deletes the message from its buffer.DL-
Hello signifies to theDTPC layer that a node is in range
node i and delivers to nodei the other nodes’ identifier,
whether or not the other node is a core node, and the value of
the transaction flag. At that point message summaries may
be exchanged according to the message transfer procedure
described below.

One policy issue that must be addressed is what happens to
the messages in nodei’s queue if the newly contacted node
is a core. We have defined two types of non-core to core
copy policies. The first is calledCopy-to-Core. In this case
nodei does not delete its message queue after it transmits its
messages. Using Copy-to-Core a message can be delivered
to the destination either by the source node or by a core.

The second policy is calledDump-to-Core. For Dump-to-Core
node i deletes all its buffered messages after it transmits its
messages to the core.

B. Message Transfer Procedure

The message transfer procedure is invoked by each node
i when theDL-Hello layer reports that an arbitrary nodej
has come into range. TheDL-Hello layer also reports whether
nodej is a core node or a node core node, along with the value
of the transaction flag. There are three cases to consider:

• Node i and Nodej are both non-core nodes.In this
case both nodes examine their queues and determine if
they have any messages that are pending for the other
node. They then simply exchange the relevant messages,
or send to the other node that they have no pending
message. After a transaction acknowledgment both nodes
then delete any exchange messages.

• Node i is a non-core node and nodej is a core node.
In this case nodei will send all its messages to node
j. Node j uses the sequence number for each message
for duplicate detection. Nodej acknowledges this
transaction, at which point for the Dump-to-Core policy
node i deletes all its messages. Nodej then sends any
pending messages it has to nodei.

• Both nodei and nodej are core nodes.In this case both
nodes exchange message summary lists sorted bydst
and sn. Each node then produces a request list for the
messages it does not have. Based on the request list
exchange both nodes will obtain any missing messages,
and both sides acknowledge a successful transaction.

During this procedure it is possible that other nodes will
come into contact range to either nodei or node j. We
include a transaction flag as part of theDL-Hello protocol.
This flag is set when message transfers are occurring, as a
way of preventing a new transfers from taking place. Although
more efficient mechanisms are possible that allow concurrent
transfers we have found this to be the simple and effective way
of streamlining the transfer procedure and not require more
complex mechanisms due to race conditions. The transaction
flag allows a node to continue to poll the other side to
determine when a transaction is finished.

IV. A NALYSIS OF CORE-ASSISTEDROUTING SCHEME

In this section, we analyze fundamental performance metrics
for Direct Transmission and core-assisted routing schemes,
includingMessage Delivery Ratio (MDR), Delay of Delivered
Messages, andBuffer Occupancy. Our starting point is to base
our analysis on the commonly used synthetic mobility models
of Random Waypoint and Random Direction. In particular, we
assume that the inter-arrival time between successive contacts
is exponentially distributed. This assumption is supported by
the results presented in [7], which shows that nodal inter-
meeting times are nearly exponentially distributed when trans-
mission ranges are small compared to the network area size.
This should normally be the case for opportunistic networks.
Using empirical observation suggests that Markovian models



for routing schemes for such networks can lead to accurate
performance predictions. Exponentiality of inter-meeting times
is also assumed in other studies for DTN scenarios [14, 16].

In our analysis, we useγ to denote the rate of inter-meeting
times, and useλ for message generation rate of each node.
Messages are assumed to have a message expiration time,Tx,
beyond which they will be dropped. For simplicity we assume
that the time taken to execute theDL-Hello protocol is zero,
and that the transaction flag is always unset.

A. Analysis of Direct Transmission Routing Scheme

Direct Transmission is the simplest routing scheme, where
the sender waits till it comes into contact with the destination
to deliver a message. It has the upper bound for message delay
for any non-adversarial mobility-assisted routing scheme[15].
Although not applicable for many scenarios due to large delays
and low delivery ratios, Direct Transmission can be used as
the basis for performance analysis of other routing approaches,
including our core-assisted routing scheme.

1) Message Delivery Ratio: Provided that node arrival
times are exponentially distributed with a rate ofγ, for a
message entering in the queue at time 0 the probability that
the message is delivered before it is expired can be given in
the form of CDF as follows:

E[R] = 1 − e−γTx (1)

whereTx is the message expiration time. Here we assume that
no messages are dropped due to buffer overflow.

2) Delay of Delivered Messages: Given message expiration
time Tx, messages get delivered if the destination is reached
within Tx, or it will be dropped. From an application’s point
of view, we are only interested in the expected time that the
delivered messages spend in the buffer queue before it gets
delivered, i.e., the delay of delivered messages, which is given
by the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Given that the node meeting times are exponen-
tially distributed with a rate ofγ, and the message expiration
time is Tx, then the expected message delay of delivered
messages,EDx

dt, under the Direct Transmission scheme is
given as:

EDx
dt =

1

γ
−

e−γTx

1 − e−γTx

Tx

Proof:
Given that the inter-arrival times of nodes are exponentially

distributed with a rate ofγ, the probability of a message being
delivered to the destination at timet after it enters the queue
can be given by

f(t) = γe−γt

For delivered messages, the probability function given above
becomes a conditional probability for the messages that are
delivered:

fd(t) =
f(t)

P (t ≤ Tx)
=

γe−γt

1 − e−γTx

(2)

whereP (t ≤ Tx) denotes the probability that the destination
is reached beforeTx, which is given by the CDF off(t).

Therefore, the expected waiting time,Ed(T ), of a delivered
message can be written as

Ed(T ) =

∫ Tx

0

tfd(t)dt

=
γ

1 − e−γTx

∫ Tx

0

te−γtdt

=
γ

1 − e−γTx





−te−γt

γ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Tx

0

+
1

γ

∫ Tx

0

e−γtdt





=
1

γ
−

e−γTx

1 − e−γTx

Tx (3)

This result gives us the expected delay of a message with
expiration timeTx when the arrival rate of the destination is
γ. Since relation given in (3) will be used later, we define
Φ(γ, tx) as a function a of arrival rate and message expiration
time as follows:

Φ(γ, tx) =
1

γ
−

e−γtx

1 − e−γtx

tx (4)

It can be shown that the value ofΦ(γ, tx) is upper bounded
by min{tx, 1/γ}, and approaches1/γ when tx → ∞.

3) Buffer Occupancy: Given the message generation rate,
λ, and inter-arrival (meeting) rate of nodes,γ, we can find
the number of nodes in the buffer using a queueing system
model with vacations, where the message arrival rate isλ
and vacation time is distributed exponentially with a rate of
γ. Since the message transfer time is very small compared
to arrival times, we can take the service rate as infinite for
simplification. We assume that no messages are dropped due
to buffer overflow.

First, we find the expected time that a message spends
in the buffer, whether it is delivered or dropped due to
message expiration. We already obtained the expected delay
of delivered messages,Ed(T ), in Theorem 1 above. The time,
Ex(T ), that an expired message spends in buffer is simplyTx.
Therefore, the expected time,E(T ), that a message spends in
the buffer is given as follows:

E(T ) = (1 − e−γTx)Ed(T ) + e−γTxEx(T )

=
1 − e−γTx

γ
− Txe−γTx + Txe−γTx

=
1 − e−γTx

γ
(5)

Given message generation rate ofλ, we can give the
expected number of messages in the buffer,N̄ , as follows
by using Little’s Law:

N̄ = λ ∗ E(T )

=
λ

γ

(

1 − e−γTx

)
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Fig. 1. State Transition Diagram for Single-core Routing Scheme

B. Analysis of Single-core Routing Schemes

In our analysis of core-assisted routing, we consider the
Copy-to-Core scheme discussed earlier. In this scheme, when
a non-core nodeN meets a core nodeC, N delegates all of its
undelivered packets toC that it has not previously delegated
to C.

Below, we analyze performance metrics under core-assisted
routing scheme where there is only one core node in the
system. The state transition diagram for single-core routing
scheme is shown in Figure 1. In this diagram, the stateS
denotes the scenario when only the source node has the copy of
a message, stateD denotes that the message has been delivered
to the destination, and stateS+C denotes that both the source
and the core have copies of the message.

According to the properties of exponential distribution, the
rate at which the source meets either the destination or the core
node first is2γ. The probability of either of these two event
happening is equal to 0.5. Further, if the message is delivered
to the core node first, the rate at which the destination meets
either the source or the core is also2γ. We useφ = 2γ below
for simplification.

1) Message Delivery Ratio: Similar to the analysis above,
the the message delivery ratio,MDRD, under the condition
that the message is delivered directly to the destination bythe
source is given as, following (1),

MDRD = 1 − e−φTx

The message delivery ratio,MDRC , under the condition
that the message is delivered after it is delegated to the core
is given as

MDRC =

∫ Tx

0

fd(t)Pr(t)dt

=

∫ Tx

0

φe−φt(1 − e−φ(Tx−t))dt

=

∫ Tx

0

φe−φt − φe−φTxdt

= 1 − e−φTx − φTxe−φTx (6)

Herefd(t) is the PDF denoting the probability of destination
meeting the core at timet, and is given byfd(t) = φe−φt.
The probability of delivery,Pr(t), if the core is met at timet
is given asPr(t) = (1 − e−φ(Tx−t)).

Combining the results, the expected MDR,MDRc1, under
the 1-core scheme is

MDRc1 =
MDRD + MDRC

2
= 1 − e−φTx −

φTxe−φTx

2

2) Message Delay: Following (3), the expected delay,TD,
of a message directly delivered to the destination is given as

TD = Φ(φ, Tx) =
1

φ
−

e−φTx

1 − e−φTx

Tx

The expected delay,TC , of a message delivered after it
delegated to the core is given as

TC =

∫ Tx

0

fd(t)Pr(t)ED(t)

PD

dt

Here,fd(t) denotes the probability that the source node meets
the core at timet. Under this event,Pr(t) gives the probability
that the message will be delivered andED(t) denotes the
expected delay of the message. Since we only consider the
delivered messages, we use the probability of delivery,PD, in
the conditional probability given above.

The probability of the message reaching the destination,
either by the source or by the core, after the message is
delegated at timet is given by

Pr(t) = 1 − e−φ(Tx−t)

The expected delay,ED(t), of the message is given as

ED(t) = t +

∫ Tx−t

0

zφe−φzdz

= t +
1 − e−φ(Tx−t) − φ(Tx − t)e−φ(Tx−t)

φ

Since we only are only considering delay of delivered
messages, the probability of message delivery,PD, is equal
to the message delivery ratio given in Equation (6):

PD = MDRC = 1 − e−φTx − φTxe−φTx

Taken together, we have

TC =

Z Tx

0

fd(t)Pr(t)ED(t)

PD

dt

=

Z Tx

0

φe−φt(1 − e−φ(Tx−t))ED(t)

1 − e−φTx
− φTxe−φTx

dt

=
2 − 3φTxe−φTx

− 2e−2φTx
− φTxe−2φTx

− φ2T 2
xe−φTx

φ(1 − e−φTx
− φTxe−φTx)

Since we assume that node movements are i.i.d, the prob-
ability that the source node meets the destination or the core
node first is equal. Therefore, the expected message delay
when there is a single core,EDc1, is given by

EDc1 =
TD + TC

2
(7)



3) Buffer Occupancy: Upon contacting the core node, a
non-core node gives a copy of each message that have not
been delegated to core. The non-core node continues to keep
a delegated message until the destination is reached or the
message is expired. Therefore, the expected buffer occupancy
at a non-core node is the same as under the Direct Transmis-
sion scheme, as given in (6).

To find the buffer occupancy at the core node, we first find
the expected time,ETc, that a message spends at the core
node before it is delivered or expired:

ETc =

∫ Tx

0

fd(t)ED(t)dt

=

∫ Tx

0

φe−φt 1 − e−γ(Tx−t)

γ
dt

=

∫ Tx

0

2γe−2γt 1 − e−γ(Tx−t)

γ
dt

= 2

∫ Tx

0

e−2γtdt − 2e−γTx

∫ Tx

0

e−γtdt

=
1 − e−2γTx

γ
−

2e−γTx(1 − e−γTx)

γ

=
(1 − e−γTx)2

γ
(8)

Here,ED(t) is the expected time that a message spends at the
buffer queue of the core node if it is delegated to the core at
time t. It is given asED(t) = (1 − e−γ(Tx−t))/γ, following
Equation (5).

Assuming the number of non-core nodes in the system is
N , the average number of messages in the buffer of the core,
EBc1, can be given as follows according to Little’s Law:

EBc1 =
Nλ

2
∗ ETc

=
Nλ

2γ
(1 − e−γTx)2 (9)

C. Analysis of Multi-core Routing Schemes

Since deriving exact analytical results for multi-core routing
schemes under time constraints is difficult, in this work we
give heuristic approximations for performance metrics based
on the state transition diagram depicted in Figure 2. In this
figure, special stateD denotes that the message is delivered
to the destination. Other states denote the number of message
copies for a specific message.

Based on the model presented in Figure 2 and the result
of simulation studies, we use the following set of recursive
relations to obtain reasonable approximations:

EMDRx(i, tx) =
i

i(C + 2 − i)
F ((N − 1)γ, tx)

+
i(C + 1 − i)

i(C + 2 − i)
EMDRx(i + 1, tx − EDx

i ), i ∈ [1, C]

EMDRx(i, tx) = F ((C + 1)γ, tx), i = C + 1 (10)

1
(N−2)γ

2
2(C−1)γ ···2(C−1)γ

C
Cγ

C+1

D

γ 2γ Cγ (C + 1)γ

Fig. 2. State Transition Diagram for Multi-core Routing Scheme

whereF (γ, tx) = 1 − e−0.7∗γtx , andEDx
i = Φ(i(C + 2 −

i)γ, tx).
We obtain these relations by considering the probabilities

with which the system moves to the next non-D state or
to stateD, based on the rate at which the system leaves
the current state to either of the two states. Expressions for
the delay of delivered messages and buffer occupancies can
be obtained in similar manner, but with different levels of
complexity. Due to lack of space, we omit these heuristic
results for delay and buffer occupancies.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our simulation study for the
performance analysis in the previous section for core-assisted
routing approaches under different settings. Our results were
obtained from simulation experiments usingns-2 and our
own code. The goals of the experiments are to validate our
analytical model, to show the effectiveness of the core-assisted
routing scheme, and to provide insight regarding the changes
in performance when the number of nodes, number of cores,
and message expiration times are varied.

A. Metrics and Methodology

All of our experiments use the standardns-2 mobile wire-
less models, including the default transmission model which
has a250m radio range. We collected statistics for the average
message delivery rate, the average message delivery delay,and
the buffer occupancy.

Theaverage message delivery ratio is the ratio of delivered
messages to the number of messages that should have been
delivered to destination nodes. The average message delivery
ratio reflects the overall efficiency of the method in delivering
messages.

The average delivery delay is the average delay of all the
messages delivered to destinations. The delay of a delivered
message is calculated by subtracting the delivery time by the
message generation time.

We also usebuffer occupancy as a metric to evaluate the
buffer requirements of a specific routing method. For the
routing schemes that we consider, buffer occupancy can also
be used as an indirect estimate of the number of message
transfers under the assumption that the protocol overhead is
small.
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B. Experimental Settings

The default settings in our simulations are as follows. Each
simulation run has 40 nodes in a6000m× 6000m area. Each
node generates a message to another node at random at every
250 seconds on average. Nodes announce their presence using
periodicDL-Hello messages in every three seconds.

The simulations use the random-waypoint (RWP) mobility
model. In RWP nodes randomly choose a point in the area
and moves towards that destination with an average speed
uniformly distributed betweenvmin and vmax. In our sim-
ulations, default value forvmin is 9, and vmax is 11. A
large defaultvmin is chosen to provide a steady state faster
[18], although we also experiment with lower values. Pause
time after reaching the destination point is 3 seconds. All the
experiments are run 28 times with random seeds, and the data
points are plotted with 95% confidence intervals.

C. Experimental Results

Figure 3 shows the change in message delivery ratio as the
speed of nodes and the message expiration times change. We
can observe the the analytical values, which are obtained using
Equation (6), closely agree with the experimental values.

Figure 4 shows the empirical and analytical values for the
delay of delivered message when the node speed and message
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expiration times are changed. As shown in [7], the increase in
the speed of node movement increase node inter-meeting rate.
With the increase in inter-arrival rate, expected message delay
decreases, gradually approaching an upper bound that can be
obtained whenTx → ∞. Analytical results for the delay are
obtained using Equation (7).

Changes in buffer occupancy when the message expiration
time is varied are shown in Figure 5 for two different scenarios
with different node inter-arrival rates. As shown in the figure,
when message expiration times are small, the buffer occupancy
at the core is lower when the inter-arrival rate is low. This
is because messages expire before they can be transferred to
the core node, confirming lower message delivery ratios as
shown above. However, when message expiration times are
large, the buffer occupancy for low inter-arrival rate caseis
larger than that of higher inter-arrival rate. This is because the
messages stay longer when inter-arrival rate is low, increasing
the number of messages in the buffer.

Figure 6 shows the number of messages at the core node
when the number of nodes in the system changes. We can see
that the buffer occupancy increase as total number of nodes
increases, as given in Equation (9), and that analytical values
agree with experimental results.

Message delivery ratios when there are one or more core
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nodes in the system are shown in Figure 7. Analytical re-
sults are obtained using the heuristic approximations given
in previous section. Results for message delay are given in
Figure 8. As observed earlier for single-core case, the message
delay approaches different upper bounds when the number of
cores varies. Figure 9 shows the buffer occupancy at each core.
Increasing the number of cores increases buffer occupancy at
each core due to message exchanges among cores.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the design and analysis of core-
assisted routing scheme for Opportunistic Networks (ONs). We
introduced core nodes as specially designated nodes withinthe
ON that facilitate the exchange of messages in the system.
Besides, such core nodes can also be assigned to provide
critical network management functions, such as security or
group membership. Using analytical models, we provided
performance analysis of core-assisted routing schemes for
basic performance metrics such as message delay, message
delivery ratio, and buffer occupancy when there is a time a
time constraint for message delivery. Simulation results show
that our model and analysis are accurate.

In the future, we would like to consider different methods to
reduce buffer occupancy and message transmission by having
node share information about delivered messages. We also
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plan to extend the core-assisted routing approach to multicast
routing in ONs.
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